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Leading healthcare providers have adopted Lean
5 Big Ideas in Lean
practices in their own processes and procedures to
1 Advanced Planning & Scheduling
provide an even better level of care for their patients. In
2 A3 Thinking
this same way, Gilbane is at the forefront of Lean project
3 Target Value Design
delivery, and we understand what our healthcare
4 5S Methodology
clients are working to achieve. Powered by our people,
5 Managing Uncertainty & Risk
the tools and processes of Lean construction are
designed to promote innovation, creativity and quality
through collaboration and support flawless execution on the project, so our healthcare
clients can focus on what matters most—caring for their patients.
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People, processes and tools are
all essential and interdependent
elements comprising a Lean
operating system, which powers

ADVANCED PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
Gilbane’s Advanced Planning & Scheduling methodology embraces pull
planning, weekly work planning and the like, but goes much further. APS
is applied in design and construction for early strategic planning and
alignment of mutual goals, master planning, effective packaging of trade
contract work, Schedule Risk Analysis to evaluate scenarios, communication
and advanced telegraphing of decisions needed–all in service of increasing
certainty and mitigating risk to make our clients more successful.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO MEDICINE
CENTER FOR CARE AND DISCOVERY
3RD AND 4TH FLOOR PATIENT ROOM
BUILD-OUT; CHICAGO, IL
Early on, the project team faced a challenge
of delivering a complex build-out on a tight
site and active medical campus in 16 months.
In order to overcome these challenges,
the team initiated Advanced Planning and
Scheduling up front as they developed the phasing and sequencing of the work.
The phasing was continually evaluated and refined throughout the project as
part of the continuous learning and improvement process. Once the phases
were identified, the team began pull planning to the project milestones, which
was followed by detailed, six-week look-ahead planning process that generated
the weekly work plans (WWP). The WWP was reviewed daily in the shift start
meetings where the prior day’s commitments were tracked. Every week in the
trade meetings, Percent of Plan Complete metrics were tracked and recorded for
analysis of opportunities for improvement and waste elimination. As a result of
Advanced Planning and Scheduling and other Lean practices, the team delivered
this complex build-out project two months ahead of schedule!

continuous improvement and
advancement. As a company,
Gilbane prioritizes knowledge
sharing–amongst all project team
members from planning and
design through construction and
from person to person to ensure
true collaboration on all levels.
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A3 THINKING – PROBLEM SOLVING TOGETHER
A3 thinking is a fundamental concept in Gilbane’s Lean culture. Using
proprietary collaboration technology, project teams take a disciplined
approach in identifying the right problems to solve, truly understanding
the issues, and implementing the right solutions that provide the best
value. The resulting outcome is a one-page summary that communicates
the information, decisions and actions clearly and concisely. Implementing
this process early on allows the project team to define project expectations,
establish a shared path forward and plan ahead for any unforeseen
challenges to ensure a successful project delivery.

TARGET VALUE DESIGN
Target Value Design is a disciplined budget and scope conceptualization and
process management that is used throughout a project to assure that the facility
meets the clinical needs and values of the users, is delivered within the allowable budget, and promotes innovation
throughout the process. Using Gilbane’s proprietary CostAdvisorSM system early, among other tools, this process results in the
optimum design that maximizes efficiency, constructability, and the vision of the design resulting in true value for our clients.

HENRY J. CARTER SPECIALTY HOSPITAL AND NURSING FACILITY; NEW YORK, NY
Early on in this $300 million high rise project, Gilbane was challenged to reduce the schedule from
36 months to 18. The integrated project team embraced target value design to proactively align
project scope, budget, schedule, and expectations to manage risk and gain certainty. The team then
used collaborative design phase scheduling and continuous estimating to maintain and achieve the
mission. To accelerate the production of designs, the integrated project team co-located in a central
office on-site to ensure continuous communication and co-modeling activities. Managing a project
of this complexity and speed to complete the project 3% under the target value—that’s Lean execution in Harlem.
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5S METHODOLOGY
A 5S approach (sort, set in order, shine, standardize, and sustain/self discipline) focuses on establishing a set of standards and
job site norms, with a focus on ongoing engagement in an effort to constantly improve. The value that a 5S approach brings
to our clients includes improved safety, enhanced morale, optimized productivity, waste reduction and improved quality.

CLEVELAND CLINIC, ROSEANN PARK FAMILY BED TOWER; AVON, OH
The project team embraced multiple Lean principles to improve productivity, collaboration for results,
efficiency, safety, and morale. In addition to prefabrication and design assist, the team also implemented
Lean 5S methods. This approach was implemented on-site through the use of weekly 5S walks. With a
focus on site safety and cleanliness, the team photographed areas of concern on the project site and
distributed the photos to the trade contractors to help identify and properly address potential safety
hazards and drive productivity on-site. One of the team’s 5S strategies included segmenting the project
site and building’s interior into various zones. These zones were color-coded and labeled to correspond with specific contractors. This
process placed accountability onto the trades to keep their assigned area organized and clean. This implementation led to a cleaner
and safer work site, less wasted time through more workspace organization, expedited the installation process, increased ease of
deliveries, improved self-discipline, and ultimately an improved culture of teamwork and enthusiasm.
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MANAGING UNCERTAINTY & RISK
Gilbane understands that today’s healthcare environment is complex, and healthcare construction projects are no
exception. By utilizing collaborative methods such as alignment sessions, conditions of satisfaction, risk and opportunity
logs, Schedule Risk Analysis and effective principals meetings, we can communicate early and often with all project
stakeholders and plan ahead. Building in resources, time and budget for potential challenges is a positive way to position
the project for success early. Ultimately, the most impactful factor in reducing uncertainty is to improve integration,
collaboration and communication among all team members.
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GILBANE BUILDING COMPANY
Gilbane provides a full slate of
construction and facilities-related
services from sustainable building to
the latest in construction technology
for clients across various markets.
Founded in 1873, Gilbane is a privately
held, family-owned company.

